A new concept for ultrasensitive fluorescence measurements of molecules in solution and membrane: 2. The individual immune molecule.
In the accompanying original article, the universal theoretical and experimental framework was developed for quantifying one and the same single (selfsame), individual fluorescent-tagged biological molecule without immobilization, hydrodynamic flow or photon burst analysis of fluorescence intensity traces. In the present original article, we describe an application to the detection and identification of circulating anti-glomerular basement membrane antibodies (BMAs) in Goodpasture syndrome. The same single, individual two-color molecule complex was observed among many other molecules. The molecule consisted of the green-tagged antigen, sandwiched autoantibody and red-tagged secondary (detecting) antibody. A 200-fold increase in sensitivity was obtained as compared to the conventional ELISAs on solid phase. This novel concept has several advantages, namely (i) the sensitivity to detect an individual molecule in solution; (ii) the association of the signal with the reaction event, independent of any immobilization procedure and the artifacts thereof; (iii) the assessment of the broad field of natural antibodies. The theoretical and experimental results obtained bring advanced ultrasensitive analytics to the direct investigation of one and the same single, individual immune molecules as exemplified by the experiments performed with Goodpasture antibody. The novel universal theoretical and experimental framework for continuous measuring the same single, individual immune molecule can be readily transferred to other applications.